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NUNN DESIGN GLASS CHEAT SHEET
We are always looking to find ways to make designing with Nunn
Design product easier. Take the guesswork out of creating glass tile
pendants, check out this handy “cheat sheet” and make designing
one step easier.

Our Glass Domes & Tiles fit perfectly with matching Nunn Design®
Bezels, Rings and Earrings. Tiles combine seamlessly with Collage/
Transfer Sheet images and Products to create a polished piece in
minutes.

NUNN DESIGN GLASS DOMES

pg8c-b

pg11c-b

pg13c-b

pg17c-b

PATERA GLASS
8MM CIRCLE

PATERA GLASS
11MM CIRCLE

PATERA GLASS
13MM CIRCLE

PATERA GLASS
17MM CIRCLE

pack of 10
OD:8mm dia x 4mm
Domed

pack of 10
ID: 11mm dia x 5.3mm
Domed

pack of 10
ID: 13mm dia x 7mm
Domed

pack of 10
ID: 17mm dia x 4.8mm
Domed

pg18c-b

pg22c-b

pg16sq-b

pg24sq-b

PATERA GLASS
18MM CIRCLE

PATERA GLASS
22MM CIRCLE

PATERA GLASS
16MM SQUARE

PATERA GLASS
24MM SQUARE

pack of 10
OD: 18mm dia x 7.2mm
Domed

pack of 10
OD: 22mm dia x 6.5mm
Domed

pack of 10
ID: 15.7 x 15.7 x 3.7mm
Flat

pg14o-b

pg18o-b

pg25o-b

PATERA GLASS
14MM OVAL

PATERA GLASS
14MM OVAL

PATERA GLASS
25MM OVAL

pack of 10
ID: 13.9 x 9.8 x 5.7mm
Domed

1-360-379-3557

pack of 10
ID: 17.7 x 12.6 x 4.9mm
Domed

pack of 10
ID: 23.9 x 23.9 x 3.5mm
Flat

pack of 10
ID: 25 x 17.8 x 6.5mm
Domed
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NUNN DESIGN GLASS CHEAT SHEET
We are always looking to find ways to make designing with Nunn
Design product easier. Take the guesswork out of creating glass tile
pendants, check out this handy “cheat sheet” and make designing
one step easier.

pg8c-b

Our Glass Domes & Tiles fit perfectly with matching Nunn Design®
Bezels, Rings and Earrings. Tiles combine seamlessly with Collage/
Transfer Sheet images and Products to create a polished piece in
minutes.

ep8c

esc

pg11c-b

rasc

pbsc

pg13c-b

pg17c-b
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mlsc

mldc

ratc

cpse

ompc/s

cltc

eomc

tpc
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NUNN DESIGN GLASS CHEAT SHEET
We are always looking to find ways to make designing with Nunn
Design product easier. Take the guesswork out of creating glass tile
pendants, check out this handy “cheat sheet” and make designing
one step easier.

elc*

ralc*

pg18c-b

Our Glass Domes & Tiles fit perfectly with matching Nunn Design®
Bezels, Rings and Earrings. Tiles combine seamlessly with Collage/
Transfer Sheet images and Products to create a polished piece in
minutes.

= *=a loose fit
** = a tight fit
pblc

pg22c-b
= *=a loose fit
** = a tight fit

pg16sq-b

pg24sq-b
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lpc*

cpc*

sps

sspc*

olpcs*

raolc*

tps

lps
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NUNN DESIGN GLASS CHEAT SHEET
We are always looking to find ways to make designing with Nunn
Design product easier. Take the guesswork out of creating glass tile
pendants, check out this handy “cheat sheet” and make designing
one step easier.

Our Glass Domes & Tiles fit perfectly with matching Nunn Design®
Bezels, Rings and Earrings. Tiles combine seamlessly with Collage/
Transfer Sheet images and Products to create a polished piece in
minutes.

pg14o-b
* = a loose fit
** = a tight fit

ompos

mldo

elo

mlso

eso*

ralo

raso*

rato

raoso

tpo

pg18o-b

pbso

pg25o-b
* = a loose fit
** = a tight fit
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lpo*

olpos

raolo
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